
Algebra 2
This course covers the topics shown below.
Students navigate learning paths based on their level of  readiness.
Inst itut ional users may customize the scope and sequence to meet curricular needs.

Curriculum (524 topics + 763 addit ional topics)

Real Numbers (37 topics)

Plott ing and Ordering (3 topics)
Using a calculator to approximate a square root
Absolute value of  a number
Finding all numbers with a given absolute value

Operat ions with Signed Numbers (17 topics)
Integer addit ion: Problem type 1
Integer addit ion: Problem type 2
Integer subtract ion: Problem type 1
Integer subtract ion: Problem type 2
Integer subtract ion: Problem type 3
Operat ions with absolute value: Problem type 1
Computing the distance between two integers on a number line
Integer mult iplicat ion and division
Mult iplicat ion of  3 or 4 integers
Least common mult iple of  2 numbers
Signed f ract ion addit ion or subtract ion: Basic
Signed f ract ion subtract ion involving double negat ion
Least common mult iple of  3 numbers
Signed f ract ion mult iplicat ion: Basic
Signed f ract ion division
Complex f ract ion without variables: Problem type 1
Signed decimal addit ion and subtract ion

Exponents and Order of  Operat ions (3 topics)
Exponents and integers: Problem type 1
Exponents and signed f ract ions
Order of  operat ions with integers

Evaluat ing Expressions (2 topics)
Evaluat ing a linear expression: Integer mult iplicat ion with addit ion or subtract ion
Evaluat ing a quadrat ic expression: Integers

Venn Diagrams and Sets of  Real Numbers (1 topics)
Interpret ing a Venn diagram of  2 sets

Propert ies of  Operat ions (9 topics)
Introduct ion to adding f ract ions with variables and common denominators
Combining like terms: Integer coef f icients
Combining like terms: Fract ional coef f icients
Distribut ive property: Whole number coef f icients
Distribut ive property: Integer coef f icients
Distribut ive property: Fract ional coef f icients
Using distribut ion and combining like terms to simplify: Univariate
Using distribut ion with double negat ion and combining like terms to simplify: Mult ivariate
Combining like terms in a quadrat ic expression
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Review of  Geometry (2 topics)
Writ ing algebraic expressions for the perimeter of  a f igure
Circumference of  a circle

Linear Equat ions and Inequalit ies (64 topics)

Linear Equat ions (18 topics)
Mult iplicat ive property of  equality with whole numbers
Addit ive property of  equality with signed f ract ions
Mult iplicat ive property of  equality with signed f ract ions
Ident ifying solut ions to a linear equat ion in one variable: Two-step equat ions
Addit ive property of  equality with a negat ive coef f icient
Solving a two-step equat ion with integers
Solving a mult i-step equat ion given in f ract ional form
Solving a linear equat ion with several occurrences of  the variable: Variables on the same side
Solving a linear equat ion with several occurrences of  the variable: Variables on both sides
Solving a linear equat ion with several occurrences of  the variable: Variables on the same side and distribut ion
Solving a linear equat ion with several occurrences of  the variable: Variables on both sides and distribut ion
Solving a linear equat ion with several occurrences of  the variable: Variables on both sides and two distribut ions
Clearing f ract ions in an equat ion
Solving a linear equat ion with several occurrences of  the variable: Fract ional forms with monomial numerators
Solving a two-step equat ion with signed f ract ions
Solving a linear equat ion with several occurrences of  the variable: Variables on both sides and f ract ional coef f icients
Solving a linear equat ion with several occurrences of  the variable: Fract ional forms with binomial numerators
Solving equat ions with zero, one, or inf initely many solut ions

Writ ing Expressions and Equat ions (6 topics)
Writ ing a one-step expression for a real-world situat ion
Translat ing a phrase into a one-step expression
Translat ing a phrase into a two-step expression
Translat ing a sentence into a one-step equat ion
Writ ing an equat ion to represent a proport ional relat ionship
Translat ing a sentence into a mult i-step equat ion

Applicat ions of  Linear Equat ions (8 topics)
Writ ing an equat ion of  the form Ax + B = C to solve a word problem
Solving a decimal word problem using a linear equat ion of  the form Ax + B = C
Solving a word problem with two unknowns using a linear equat ion
Writ ing an equat ion to represent a real-world problem: Variable on both sides
Solving a one-step word problem using the formula d = rt
Solving a distance, rate, t ime problem using a linear equat ion
Finding side lengths of  rectangles given one dimension and an area or a perimeter
Finding the dimensions of  a rectangle given its perimeter and a relat ionship between sides

Solving for a Variable and Dimensional Analysis (4 topics)
Solving for a variable in terms of  other variables using addit ion or subtract ion: Basic
Solving for a variable in terms of  other variables using mult iplicat ion or division: Basic
Solving for a variable in terms of  other variables using addit ion or subtract ion with division
Solving for a variable inside parentheses in terms of  other variables

Applicat ions with Proport ions and Percents (7 topics)
Solving a proport ion of  the form x/a = b/c
Solving a proport ion of  the form (x+a)/b = c/d
Solving a proport ion of  the form a/(x+b) = c/x
Word problem on proport ions: Problem type 1
Finding the mult iplier to give a f inal amount af ter a percentage increase or decrease
Finding the f inal amount given the original amount and a percentage increase or decrease
Finding the sale price given the original price and percent discount

Absolute Value Equat ions (3 topics)
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Introduct ion to solving an absolute value equat ion
Solving an absolute value equat ion: Problem type 1
Solving an absolute value equat ion: Problem type 2

Writ ing and Graphing Inequalit ies (4 topics)
Translat ing a sentence into a one-step inequality
Writ ing an inequality for a real-world situat ion
Graphing a linear inequality on the number line
Graphing a compound inequality on the number line

Linear Inequalit ies (9 topics)
Addit ive property of  inequality with integers
Mult iplicat ive property of  inequality with integers
Ident ifying solut ions to a two-step linear inequality in one variable
Solving a two-step linear inequality with whole numbers
Solving a two-step linear inequality: Problem type 1
Solving a two-step linear inequality: Problem type 2
Solving a linear inequality with mult iple occurrences of  the variable: Problem type 1
Solving a word problem using a two-step linear inequality
Solving a decimal word problem using a two-step linear inequality

Sets (1 topics)
Set-builder and interval notat ion

Compound Inequalit ies (1 topics)
Solving a compound linear inequality: Graph solut ion, basic

Absolute Value Inequalit ies (3 topics)
Solving an absolute value inequality: Problem type 1
Solving an absolute value inequality: Problem type 3
Solving an absolute value inequality: Problem type 4

Graphs and Funct ions (78 topics)

Ordered Pairs (2 topics)
Naming the quadrant or axis of  a point  given its coordinates
Naming the quadrant or axis of  a point  given the signs of  its coordinates

Graphs of  Lines (11 topics)
Table for a linear equat ion
Ident ifying solut ions to a linear equat ion in two variables
Finding a solut ion to a linear equat ion in two variables
Graphing a linear equat ion of  the form y = mx
Graphing a line given its equat ion in slope-intercept form: Integer slope
Graphing a line given its equat ion in slope-intercept form: Fract ional slope
Graphing a line given its equat ion in standard form
Graphing a vert ical or horizontal line
Finding x- and y-intercepts given the graph of  a line on a grid
Finding x- and y-intercepts of  a line given the equat ion: Basic
Graphing a line by f irst  f inding its x- and y-intercepts

Slope (3 topics)
Finding slope given the graph of  a line on a grid
Finding slope given two points on the line
Finding the slope of  horizontal and vert ical lines

Equat ions of  Lines (8 topics)
Finding the slope and y-intercept of  a line given its equat ion in the form y = mx + b
Finding the slope and y-intercept of  a line given its equat ion in the form Ax + By = C
Graphing a line by f irst  f inding its slope and y-intercept
Writ ing an equat ion of  a line given its slope and y-intercept
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Writ ing an equat ion in slope-intercept form given the slope and a point
Writ ing an equat ion of  a line given the y-intercept and another point
Writ ing the equat ion of  the line through two given points
Writ ing the equat ions of  vert ical and horizontal lines through a given point

Applicat ions of  Linear Equat ions with Two Variables (7 topics)
Writ ing and evaluat ing a funct ion that  models a real-world situat ion: Advanced
Writ ing an equat ion and drawing its graph to model a real-world situat ion: Advanced
Finding the intercepts and rate of  change given a graph of  a linear funct ion
Finding the init ial amount and rate of  change given a table for a linear funct ion
Combining funct ions to write a new funct ion that  models a real-world situat ion
Comparing propert ies of  linear funct ions given in dif ferent forms
Interpret ing the parameters of  a linear funct ion that  models a real-world situat ion

Introduct ion to Funct ions (10 topics)
Ident ifying funct ions f rom relat ions
Vert ical line test
Domain and range f rom ordered pairs
Table for a linear funct ion
Evaluat ing funct ions: Linear and quadrat ic or cubic
Variable expressions as inputs of  funct ions: Problem type 1
Evaluat ing a piecewise-def ined funct ion
Finding outputs of  a two-step funct ion with decimals that  models a real-world situat ion: Funct ion notat ion
Finding inputs and outputs of  a two-step funct ion that  models a real-world situat ion: Funct ion notat ion
Domain and range of  a linear funct ion that  models a real-world situat ion

Graphs of  Funct ions (25 topics)
Finding an output of  a funct ion f rom its graph
Finding inputs and outputs of  a funct ion f rom its graph
Domain and range f rom the graph of  a discrete relat ion
Finding domain and range f rom a linear graph in context
Domain and range f rom the graph of  a cont inuous funct ion
Finding where a funct ion is increasing, decreasing, or constant given the graph
Finding where a funct ion is increasing, decreasing, or constant given the graph: Interval notat ion
Finding intercepts of  a nonlinear funct ion given its graph
Finding local maxima and minima of  a funct ion given the graph
Finding values and intervals where the graph of  a funct ion is zero, posit ive, or negat ive
Choosing a graph to f it  a narrat ive: Basic
Choosing a graph to f it  a narrat ive: Advanced
Graphing a funct ion of  the form f (x) = ax + b: Integer slope
Graphing an absolute value equat ion of  the form y = A|x|
Graphing an absolute value equat ion in the plane: Basic

Graphing a parabola of  the form y = ax2

Graphing a parabola of  the form y = ax2 + c

Graphing a funct ion of  the form f (x) = ax2

Graphing a parabola of  the form y = (x-h)2 + k

Graphing a cubic funct ion of  the form y = ax3

Graphing a piecewise-def ined funct ion: Problem type 1
Graphing a piecewise-def ined funct ion: Problem type 2
Finding the average rate of  change of  a funct ion given its equat ion
Finding the average rate of  change of  a funct ion given its graph
Word problem involving average rate of  change

Transformations (12 topics)
Translat ing the graph of  a parabola: One step
Translat ing the graph of  a parabola: Two steps
How the leading coef f icient af fects the shape of  a parabola

Graphing quadrat ic funct ions of  the form y=ax2 and y=(bx)2 by transforming the parent graph y=x2
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Translat ing the graph of  an absolute value funct ion: One step
Translat ing the graph of  an absolute value funct ion: Two steps
How the leading coef f icient af fects the graph of  an absolute value funct ion
Writ ing an equat ion for a funct ion af ter a vert ical t ranslat ion
Translat ing the graph of  a funct ion: One step
Translat ing the graph of  a funct ion: Two steps
Transforming the graph of  a quadrat ic, cubic, square root , or absolute value funct ion
Writ ing an equat ion for a funct ion af ter a vert ical and horizontal t ranslat ion

Linear Systems (21 topics)

Systems of  Linear Equat ions in Two Variables (9 topics)
Ident ifying solut ions to a system of  linear equat ions
Graphically solving a system of  linear equat ions
Using a graphing calculator to solve a system of  linear equat ions: Basic
Using a graphing calculator to solve a system of  linear equat ions: Advanced
Solving a system of  linear equat ions of  the form y = mx + b
Solving a system of  linear equat ions using subst itut ion
Solving a system of  linear equat ions using eliminat ion with addit ion
Solving a system of  linear equat ions using eliminat ion with mult iplicat ion and addit ion
Solving systems of  linear equat ions with 0, 1, or inf initely many solut ions

Applicat ions (4 topics)
Interpret ing the graphs of  two funct ions
Solving a word problem involving a sum and another basic relat ionship using a system of  linear equat ions
Writ ing and solving a system of  two linear equat ions given a table of  values
Solving a value mixture problem using a system of  linear equat ions

Linear Inequalit ies with Two Variables (4 topics)
Ident ifying solut ions to a linear inequality in two variables
Graphing a linear inequality in the plane: Vert ical or horizontal line
Graphing a linear inequality in the plane: Slope-intercept form
Graphing a linear inequality in the plane: Standard form

Systems of  Inequalit ies and Linear Programming (4 topics)
Graphing a system of  two linear inequalit ies: Basic
Graphing a system of  three linear inequalit ies
Writ ing a mult i-step inequality for a real-world situat ion
Solving a word problem using a system of  linear inequalit ies: Problem type 1

Exponents and Polynomials (56 topics)

Product , Power, and Quotient Rules (12 topics)
Introduct ion to the product rule of  exponents
Product rule with posit ive exponents: Univariate
Product rule with posit ive exponents: Mult ivariate
Introduct ion to the power of  a power rule of  exponents
Introduct ion to the power of  a product rule of  exponents
Power rules with posit ive exponents: Mult ivariate products
Power rules with posit ive exponents: Mult ivariate quot ients
Simplifying a rat io of  mult ivariate monomials: Basic
Introduct ion to the quot ient rule of  exponents
Simplifying a rat io of  univariate monomials
Quotient of  expressions involving exponents
Simplifying a rat io of  mult ivariate monomials: Advanced

Negat ive Exponents (9 topics)
Evaluat ing expressions with exponents of  zero
Evaluat ing an expression with a negat ive exponent: Whole number base
Evaluat ing an expression with a negat ive exponent: Posit ive f ract ion base
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Evaluat ing an expression with a negat ive exponent: Negat ive integer base
Rewrit ing an algebraic expression without a negat ive exponent
Introduct ion to the product rule with negat ive exponents
Quotient rule with negat ive exponents: Problem type 1
Power of  a power rule with negat ive exponents
Power rules with negat ive exponents

Polynomial Addit ion and Subtract ion (3 topics)
Degree and leading coef f icient of  a univariate polynomial
Simplifying a sum or dif ference of  two univariate polynomials
Simplifying a sum or dif ference of  mult ivariate polynomials

Polynomial Mult iplicat ion (12 topics)
Mult iplying a univariate polynomial by a monomial with a posit ive coef f icient
Mult iplying a univariate polynomial by a monomial with a negat ive coef f icient
Mult iplying binomials with leading coef f icients of  1
Mult iplying binomials with leading coef f icients greater than 1
Mult iplying binomials in two variables
Mult iplying conjugate binomials: Univariate
Mult iplying conjugate binomials: Mult ivariate
Squaring a binomial: Univariate
Squaring a binomial: Mult ivariate
Mult iplying binomials with negat ive coef f icients
Mult iplicat ion involving binomials and trinomials in one variable
Mult iplicat ion involving binomials and trinomials in two variables

Polynomial Division (6 topics)
Dividing a polynomial by a monomial: Univariate
Polynomial long division: Problem type 1
Polynomial long division: Problem type 2
Polynomial long division: Problem type 3
Synthet ic division
Closure propert ies of  integers and polynomials

Factoring Using the GCF (4 topics)
Greatest  common factor of  2 numbers
Factoring a linear binomial
Introduct ion to the GCF of  two monomials
Factoring out a monomial f rom a polynomial: Univariate

Factoring by Grouping (1 topics)
Factoring a univariate polynomial by grouping: Problem type 1

Factoring Quadrat ic Trinomials (5 topics)
Factoring a quadrat ic with leading coef f icient 1
Factoring out a constant before factoring a quadrat ic
Factoring a quadrat ic with leading coef f icient greater than 1: Problem type 1
Factoring a quadrat ic with leading coef f icient greater than 1: Problem type 2
Factoring a quadrat ic with a negat ive leading coef f icient

Factoring Special Products (4 topics)
Factoring a perfect  square trinomial with leading coef f icient 1
Factoring a perfect  square trinomial with leading coef f icient greater than 1
Factoring a dif ference of  squares in one variable: Basic
Factoring a dif ference of  squares in one variable: Advanced

Quadrat ic and Polynomial Funct ions (69 topics)

Solving Quadrat ic Equat ions by Factoring (8 topics)
Solving an equat ion writ ten in factored form
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Finding the roots of  a quadrat ic equat ion of  the form ax2 + bx = 0
Finding the roots of  a quadrat ic equat ion with leading coef f icient 1
Finding the roots of  a quadrat ic equat ion with leading coef f icient greater than 1
Solving a quadrat ic equat ion needing simplif icat ion
Roots of  a product of  polynomials
Writ ing a quadrat ic equat ion given the roots and the leading coef f icient
Solving a word problem using a quadrat ic equat ion with rat ional roots

Quadrat ic Funct ions (15 topics)
Finding the vertex, intercepts, and axis of  symmetry f rom the graph of  a parabola

Graphing a parabola of  the form y = a(x-h)2 + k
Complet ing the square

Graphing a parabola of  the form y = x2 + bx + c

Graphing a parabola of  the form y = ax2 + bx + c: Integer coef f icients
Finding the zeros of  a quadrat ic funct ion given its equat ion
Writ ing a quadrat ic funct ion given its zeros
Finding the x-intercept(s) and the vertex of  a parabola
Rewrit ing a quadrat ic funct ion to f ind its vertex and sketch its graph
Finding the maximum or minimum of  a quadrat ic funct ion
Word problem involving the maximum or minimum of  a quadrat ic funct ion
Domain and range f rom the graph of  a parabola
Range of  a quadrat ic funct ion
Writ ing the equat ion of  a quadrat ic funct ion given its graph
Comparing propert ies of  quadrat ic funct ions given in dif ferent forms

Introduct ion to Radicals (11 topics)
Square root of  a rat ional perfect  square
Square roots of  perfect  squares with signs
Cube root of  an integer
Simplifying the square root of  a whole number less than 100
Introduct ion to square root addit ion or subtract ion
Introduct ion to square root mult iplicat ion
Square root mult iplicat ion: Basic
Square root mult iplicat ion: Advanced
Introduct ion to simplifying a product involving square roots using the distribut ive property
Simplifying a quot ient of  square roots
Simplifying a quot ient involving a sum or dif ference with a square root

Complex Numbers (6 topics)
Using i  to rewrite square roots of  negat ive numbers
Simplifying a product and quot ient involving square roots of  negat ive numbers
Adding or subtract ing complex numbers
Mult iplying complex numbers
Dividing complex numbers
Simplifying a power of  i

Square Root Property (3 topics)

Solving an equat ion of  the form x2 = a using the square root property
Solving a quadrat ic equat ion using the square root property: Exact answers, basic
Solving a quadrat ic equat ion using the square root property: Exact answers, advanced

Complet ing the Square and the Quadrat ic Formula (5 topics)
Solving a quadrat ic equat ion by complet ing the square: Exact answers
Applying the quadrat ic formula: Exact answers
Solving a quadrat ic equat ion with complex roots
Discriminant of  a quadrat ic equat ion
Solving a word problem using a quadrat ic equat ion with irrat ional roots

Quadrat ic Inequalit ies (4 topics)
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Solving a quadrat ic inequality writ ten in factored form
Solving a quadrat ic inequality
Graphing a quadrat ic inequality: Problem type 1
Graphing a quadrat ic inequality: Problem type 2

Polynomial Funct ions (8 topics)
Finding zeros of  a polynomial funct ion writ ten in factored form
Finding zeros and their mult iplicit ies given a polynomial funct ion writ ten in factored form
Finding a polynomial of  a given degree with given zeros: Real zeros
Finding x- and y-intercepts given a polynomial funct ion
Determining the end behavior of  the graph of  a polynomial funct ion
Determining end behavior and intercepts to graph a polynomial funct ion
Matching graphs with polynomial funct ions
Using a graphing calculator to f ind local extrema of  a polynomial funct ion

Remainder and Factor Theorems (2 topics)
Using the remainder theorem to evaluate a polynomial
The Factor Theorem

Real Zeros of  Polynomial Funct ions (5 topics)
Finding all possible rat ional zeros using the rat ional zeros theorem: Problem type 1
Finding all possible rat ional zeros using the rat ional zeros theorem: Problem type 2
Using the rat ional zeros theorem to f ind all zeros of  a polynomial: Rat ional zeros
Using the rat ional zeros theorem to f ind all zeros of  a polynomial: Irrat ional zeros
Using a graphing calculator to f ind zeros of  a polynomial funct ion

Complex Zeros of  Polynomial Funct ions (2 topics)
Mult iplying expressions involving complex conjugates
Using the rat ional zeros theorem to f ind all zeros of  a polynomial: Complex zeros

Rat ional Expressions (54 topics)

Simplifying Rat ional Expressions (9 topics)
Restrict ion on a variable in a denominator: Linear
Restrict ion on a variable in a denominator: Quadrat ic
Evaluat ing a rat ional funct ion: Problem type 1
Evaluat ing a rat ional funct ion: Problem type 2
Domain of  a rat ional funct ion: Excluded values
Simplifying a rat io of  factored polynomials: Linear factors
Simplifying a rat io of  polynomials using GCF factoring
Simplifying a rat io of  polynomials by factoring a quadrat ic with leading coef f icient 1
Simplifying a rat io of  polynomials: Problem type 1

Mult iplicat ion and Division (6 topics)
Mult iplying rat ional expressions involving mult ivariate monomials
Mult iplying rat ional expressions made up of  linear expressions
Mult iplying rat ional expressions involving quadrat ics with leading coef f icients of  1
Dividing rat ional expressions involving mult ivariate monomials
Dividing rat ional expressions involving linear expressions
Dividing rat ional expressions involving quadrat ics with leading coef f icients of  1

Addit ion and Subtract ion (1 topics)
Introduct ion to the LCM of  two monomials
Finding the LCD of  rat ional expressions with linear denominators: Relat ively prime
Finding the LCD of  rat ional expressions with linear denominators: Common factors
Finding the LCD of  rat ional expressions with quadrat ic denominators
Writ ing equivalent rat ional expressions with polynomial denominators
Adding rat ional expressions with common denominators and monomial numerators
Adding rat ional expressions with common denominators and binomial numerators
Adding rat ional expressions with common denominators and GCF factoring
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Adding rat ional expressions with common denominators and quadrat ic factoring
Adding rat ional expressions with dif ferent denominators and a single occurrence of  a variable
Adding rat ional expressions with denominators ax and bx: Basic
Adding rat ional expressions with linear denominators without common factors: Basic
Adding rat ional expressions with linear denominators with common factors: Basic
Adding rat ional expressions involving dif ferent quadrat ic denominators

Complex Fract ions (4 topics)
Complex f ract ion without variables: Problem type 2
Complex f ract ion involving univariate monomials
Complex f ract ion: GCF factoring
Complex f ract ion: Quadrat ic factoring

Rat ional Equat ions and Applicat ions (15 topics)
Solving a rat ional equat ion that  simplif ies to linear: Denominator x
Solving a rat ional equat ion that  simplif ies to linear: Denominator x+a
Solving a rat ional equat ion that  simplif ies to linear: Denominators a, x, or ax
Solving a rat ional equat ion that  simplif ies to linear: Denominators ax and bx
Solving a rat ional equat ion that  simplif ies to linear: Like binomial denominators
Solving a rat ional equat ion that  simplif ies to linear: Unlike binomial denominators
Solving a rat ional equat ion that  simplif ies to linear: Factorable quadrat ic denominator
Solving a rat ional equat ion that  simplif ies to quadrat ic: Denominator x
Solving a rat ional equat ion that  simplif ies to quadrat ic: Binomial denominators, constant numerators
Solving a rat ional equat ion that  simplif ies to quadrat ic: Binomial denominators and numerators
Solving a rat ional equat ion that  simplif ies to quadrat ic: Factorable quadrat ic denominator
Solving for a variable in terms of  other variables in a rat ional equat ion: Problem type 1
Word problem involving mult iple rates
Solving a work problem using a rat ional equat ion
Solving a distance, rate, t ime problem using a rat ional equat ion

Graphs of  Rat ional Funct ions (6 topics)
Finding the intercepts, asymptotes, domain, and range f rom the graph of  a rat ional funct ion
Finding the asymptotes of  a rat ional funct ion: Constant over linear
Finding the asymptotes of  a rat ional funct ion: Linear over linear
Graphing a rat ional funct ion: Constant over linear
Graphing a rat ional funct ion: Linear over linear
Transforming the graph of  a rat ional funct ion

Radicals (46 topics)

Roots of  Perfect  Powers (2 topics)
Introduct ion to simplifying a radical expression with an even exponent
Square root of  a perfect  square monomial

Radical Funct ions (7 topics)
Table for a square root funct ion
Evaluat ing a cube root funct ion
Domain of  a square root funct ion: Basic
Domain of  a square root funct ion: Advanced
Graphing a square root funct ion: Problem type 1
Graphing a square root funct ion: Problem type 2
Graphing a cube root funct ion

Rat ional Exponents (7 topics)
Convert ing between radical form and exponent form
Rational exponents: Unit  f ract ion exponents and whole number bases
Rat ional exponents: Non-unit  f ract ion exponent with a whole number base
Rat ional exponents: Negat ive exponents and f ract ional bases
Rat ional exponents: Product rule
Rat ional exponents: Quot ient rule
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Rational exponents: Power of  a power rule

Simplifying Expressions (3 topics)
Simplifying a radical expression with an even exponent
Introduct ion to simplifying a radical expression with an odd exponent
Simplifying a radical expression with an odd exponent

Addit ion and Subtract ion (1 topics)
Square root addit ion or subtract ion

Mult iplicat ion (4 topics)
Introduct ion to simplifying a product of  radical expressions: Univariate
Simplifying a product of  radical expressions: Univariate
Simplifying a product involving square roots using the distribut ive property: Basic
Simplifying a product involving square roots using the distribut ive property: Advanced

Division and Rat ionalizat ion (3 topics)
Rat ionalizing a denominator: Quot ient involving square roots
Rat ionalizing a denominator: Square root of  a f ract ion
Rat ionalizing a denominator using conjugates: Integer numerator

Radical Equat ions and Applicat ions (10 topics)
Introduct ion to solving a radical equat ion
Solving a radical equat ion that  simplif ies to a linear equat ion: One radical, basic
Solving a radical equat ion that  simplif ies to a linear equat ion: One radical, advanced
Solving a radical equat ion that  simplif ies to a linear equat ion: Two radicals
Solving a radical equat ion that  simplif ies to a quadrat ic equat ion: One radical, basic
Solving a radical equat ion that  simplif ies to a quadrat ic equat ion: One radical, advanced
Algebraic symbol manipulat ion with radicals
Word problem involving radical equat ions: Basic
Word problem involving radical equat ions: Advanced
Solving an equat ion with a root index greater than 2: Problem type 1

The Pythagorean Theorem (1 topics)
Pythagorean Theorem

Funct ion Operat ions (4 topics)
Sum, dif ference, and product of  two funct ions
Quotient of  two funct ions: Basic
Introduct ion to the composit ion of  two funct ions
Composit ion of  two funct ions: Basic

Inverse Funct ions (4 topics)
Determining whether two funct ions are inverses of  each other
Inverse funct ions: Linear, discrete
Finding, evaluat ing, and interpret ing an inverse funct ion for a given linear relat ionship
Even and odd funct ions: Problem type 1

Exponent ial and Logarithmic Funct ions (39 topics)

Graphs of  Exponent ial Funct ions (5 topics)
Table for an exponent ial funct ion

Graphing an exponent ial funct ion: f (x) = ax

Graphing an exponent ial funct ion: f (x) = a(b)x

Translat ing the graph of  an exponent ial funct ion
Finding domain and range f rom the graph of  an exponent ial funct ion

Applicat ions of  Exponent ial Funct ions (10 topics)
Using a calculator to evaluate exponent ial expressions
Evaluat ing an exponent ial funct ion that  models a real-world situat ion
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Using a calculator to evaluate exponent ial expressions involving base e
Evaluat ing an exponent ial funct ion with base e that  models a real-world situat ion
Introduct ion to compound interest
Finding a f inal amount in a word problem on exponent ial growth or decay
Finding the f inal amount in a word problem on compound interest
Finding the init ial amount and rate of  change given an exponent ial funct ion
Writ ing an equat ion that  models exponent ial growth or decay
Finding the init ial amount and asymptote given a graph of  an exponent ial funct ion

Logarithmic Funct ions (6 topics)
Using a calculator to evaluate natural and common logarithmic expressions
Convert ing between logarithmic and exponent ial equat ions
Convert ing between natural logarithmic and exponent ial equat ions
Evaluat ing logarithmic expressions
Solving an equat ion of  the form logba = c
Graphing a logarithmic funct ion: Basic

Propert ies of  Logarithms (4 topics)
Basic propert ies of  logarithms
Expanding a logarithmic expression: Problem type 1
Expanding a logarithmic expression: Problem type 2
Change of  base for logarithms: Problem type 1

Logarithmic and Exponent ial Equat ions (10 topics)
Solving a mult i-step equat ion involving a single logarithm: Problem type 1
Solving a mult i-step equat ion involving a single logarithm: Problem type 2
Solving an equat ion involving logarithms on both sides: Problem type 1
Solving an equat ion involving logarithms on both sides: Problem type 2
Solving an exponent ial equat ion by f inding common bases: Linear exponents
Solving an exponent ial equat ion by using logarithms: Decimal answers, basic
Solving an exponent ial equat ion by using natural logarithms: Decimal answers
Solving an exponent ial equat ion by using logarithms: Decimal answers, advanced
Solving an exponent ial equat ion by using logarithms: Exact answers in logarithmic form
Using a graphing calculator to solve an exponent ial or logarithmic equat ion

Applicat ions Involving Exponent ial Funct ions and Logarithms (4 topics)
Finding the t ime to reach a limit  in a word problem on exponent ial growth or decay
Finding the t ime given an exponent ial funct ion with base e that  models a real-world situat ion
Finding the f inal amount in a word problem on cont inuous compound interest
Finding half -life or doubling t ime

Stat ist ics and Probability (60 topics)

Collect ing Data (2 topics)
Choosing an appropriate method for gathering data: Problem type 2
Introduct ion to expectat ion

Frequency Tables (1 topics)
Construct ing a f requency distribut ion for grouped data

Graphs of  Data (2 topics)
Construct ing a f requency distribut ion and a histogram
Construct ing a percent bar graph

Measures of  Center and Spread (9 topics)
Mode of  a data set
Range of  a data set
Reject ing unreasonable claims based on average stat ist ics
Mean and median of  a data set
Mean, median, and mode: Comparisons
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Approximat ing the mean of  a data set  given a histogram
Percentage of  data below a specif ied value
Interpret ing percent ile ranks
Percent iles

Comparing Data (3 topics)
Five-number summary and interquart ile range
Construct ing a box-and-whisker plot
Using box-and-whisker plots to compare data sets

Permutat ions and Combinat ions (10 topics)
Introduct ion to the count ing principle
Count ing principle
Count ing principle with repet it ion allowed
Factorial expressions
Computing permutat ions and combinat ions
Word problem involving permutat ions
Introduct ion to permutat ions and combinat ions
Permutat ions and combinat ions: Problem type 1
Permutat ions and combinat ions: Problem type 2
Binomial formula

Probability of  Simple Events (7 topics)
Determining a sample space and outcomes for a simple event
Probability involving one die or choosing f rom n dist inct  objects
Probability involving choosing f rom objects that  are not dist inct
Probability of  select ing one card f rom a standard deck
Experimental and theoret ical probability
Computing expected value in a game of  chance
Computing expected value in a business applicat ion

Probability of  Compound Events (15 topics)
Determining a sample space and outcomes for a compound event
Outcomes and event probability
Ident ifying independent events given descript ions of  experiments
Probability of  independent events
Probability of  dependent events
Probabilit ies of  draws with replacement
Determining outcomes for compound events and complements of  events
Using a Venn diagram to understand the addit ion rule for probability
Probability of  intersect ion or union: Word problems
Computing condit ional probability using a sample space
Outcomes and event probability: Condit ional probability
Computing condit ional probability using a two-way f requency table
Computing condit ional probability to make an inference using a two-way f requency table
Computing condit ional probability using a large two-way f requency table
Condit ional probability: Basic

Simulat ions (3 topics)
Ident ifying outcomes in a random number table used to simulate a simple event
Generat ing random samples f rom a populat ion with known characterist ics
Using a random number table to make a fair decision

The Binomial Distribut ion (2 topics)
Using the binomial formula to solve a word problem: Problem type 1
Using the binomial formula to solve a word problem: Problem type 2

Standard Deviat ion and the Normal Distribut ion (6 topics)
Populat ion standard deviat ion
Using the empirical rule to ident ify values and percentages of  a normal distribut ion
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Word problem involving calculat ions f rom a normal distribut ion
Shading a region and f inding its standard normal probability
Computing standard normal probabilit ies
Finding a probability given a normal distribut ion: Basic

Other Topics Available(*) (763 addit ional topics)

Real Numbers (80 topics)
Fract ional posit ion on a number line
Plott ing integers on a number line
Plott ing rat ional numbers on a number line
Ordering integers
Square root of  a perfect  square
Ordering real numbers
Addit ion and subtract ion with 3 integers
Operat ions with absolute value: Problem type 2
Signed f ract ion addit ion or subtract ion: Advanced
Addit ion and subtract ion of  3 f ract ions involving signs
Signed f ract ion mult iplicat ion: Advanced
Signed decimal addit ion and subtract ion with 3 numbers
Signed decimal mult iplicat ion
Signed decimal division
Exponents and integers: Problem type 2
Order of  operat ions with integers and exponents
Convert ing between temperatures in Fahrenheit  and Celsius
Evaluat ing a linear expression: Signed f ract ion mult iplicat ion with addit ion or subtract ion
Evaluat ing a linear expression: Signed decimal addit ion and subtract ion
Evaluat ing a linear expression: Signed decimal mult iplicat ion with addit ion or subtract ion
Ident ifying numbers as integers or non-integers
Ident ifying rat ional decimal numbers
Ident ifying true statements about rat ional and irrat ional numbers
Ident ifying numbers as rat ional or irrat ional
Interpret ing a Venn diagram of  3 sets
Construct ing a Venn diagram to classify rat ional numbers
Construct ing a Venn diagram to describe relat ionships between sets of  rat ional numbers
Construct ing a Venn diagram to classify real numbers
Construct ing a Venn diagram to describe relat ionships between sets of  real numbers
Propert ies of  addit ion
Propert ies of  real numbers
Ident ifying parts in an algebraic expression
Ident ifying equivalent algebraic expressions
Ident ifying propert ies used to simplify an algebraic expression
U.S. Customary length conversion with whole number values
U.S. Customary length conversions involving rounding decimals
Word problem involving a U.S. Customary length conversion
U.S. Customary volume conversion with whole number values
U.S. Customary weight conversions with whole number values
Metric distance conversion with whole number values
Metric distance conversion with decimal values
Time unit  conversion with whole number values
Convert ing between metric and U.S. Customary unit  systems
Conversions with currency
Perimeter of  a square or a rectangle
Sides of  polygons having the same perimeter
Area of  a square or a rectangle
Introduct ion to area of  a piecewise rectangular f igure
Area of  a piecewise rectangular f igure
Area between two rectangles
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Writ ing algebraic expressions for the area of  a f igure
Word problem involving the area of  a rectangle: Problem type 2
Word problem involving the area between two rectangles
Area of  a parallelogram
Area of  a t riangle
Area of  a t rapezoid
Perimeter involving rectangles and circles
Area of  a circle
Circumference and area of  a circle
Circumference and area of  a circle: Exact answers in terms of  pi
Area involving rectangles and circles
Area between two concentric circles
Word problem involving the area between two concentric circles
Area involving inscribed f igures
Volume of  a rectangular prism
Word problem involving the volume of  a rectangular prism
Word problem involving the rate of  f illing or emptying a rectangular prism
Volume of  a t riangular prism
Volume of  a pyramid
Volume of  a cylinder
Word problem involving the volume of  a cylinder
Word problem involving the rate of  f illing or emptying a cylinder
Volume of  a cone
Volume of  a cone: Exact answers in terms of  pi
Volume of  a sphere
Surface area of  a cube or a rectangular prism
Surface area of  a t riangular prism
Surface area of  a cylinder
Surface area of  a cylinder: Exact answers in terms of  pi
Surface area of  a sphere

Linear Equat ions and Inequalit ies (102 topics)
Addit ive property of  equality with integers
Mult iplicat ive property of  equality with integers
Solving an equat ion to f ind the value of  an expression
Solving a two-step equat ion with signed decimals
Ident ifying propert ies used to solve a linear equat ion
Solving a f ract ion word problem using a linear equat ion of  the form Ax = B
Writ ing an equat ion of  the form A(x + B) = C to solve a word problem
Writ ing a mult i-step equat ion for a real-world situat ion
Solving a decimal word problem using a linear equat ion with the variable on both sides
Solving a f ract ion word problem using a linear equat ion with the variable on both sides
Solving a word problem with three unknowns using a linear equat ion
Solving a word problem involving consecut ive integers
Solving a value mixture problem using a linear equat ion
Word problem on unit  rates associated with rat ios of  whole numbers: Decimal answers
Solving a word problem involving rates and t ime conversion
Convert ing a repeat ing decimal to a f ract ion
Finding the perimeter or area of  a rectangle given one of  these values
Finding a side length given the perimeter and side lengths with variables
Solving equat ions involving vert ical angles
Finding angle measures of  a t riangle given angles with variables
Writ ing an equat ion to f ind angle measures of  a t riangle given angles with variables
Finding angle measures of  an isosceles triangle given angles with variables
Solving for a variable in terms of  other variables using addit ion or subtract ion: Advanced
Solving for a variable in terms of  other variables using mult iplicat ion or division: Advanced
Solving for a variable in terms of  other variables in a linear equat ion with f ract ions
U.S. Customary length conversions involving dimensional analysis
Convert ing between compound units: Basic
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Word problem involving U.S. Customary length conversions using dimensional analysis
Word problem involving a conversion between U.S. Customary units of  weight and metric units of  mass
Convert ing between compound units: Advanced
Word problem involving conversion between compound units using dimensional analysis
Word problem on proport ions: Problem type 2
Finding a missing side length given two similar t riangles
Relat ionships about rat ios within and between similar t riangles
Similar polygons
Similar right  t riangles
Indirect  measurement
Circumference rat ios
Finding the total amount given the percentage of  a part ial amount
Finding the sale price without a calculator given the original price and percent discount
Finding the total cost  including tax or markup
Combined ef fect  of  more than one markup or discount
Finding the original amount given the result  of  a percentage increase or decrease
Finding the original price given the sale price and percent discount
Finding the percentage increase or decrease: Basic
Finding the percentage increase or decrease: Advanced
Finding the absolute error and percent error of  a measurement
Computing a percent mixture
Solving a percent mixture problem using a linear equat ion
Finding simple interest  without a calculator
Finding the interest  and future value of  a simple interest  loan or investment
Finding the principal, rate, or t ime of  a simple interest  loan or investment
Computing the interest  and repayment amount for a simple interest  loan whose term is given in months or days
Finding the principal, rate, or t ime for a simple interest  loan whose term is given in months or days
Gross pay with commission and salary
Gross pay with variable commission scale
Solving an absolute value equat ion: Problem type 3
Solving an absolute value equat ion: Problem type 4
Solving an absolute value equat ion of  the form |ax+b| = |cx+d|
Translat ing a sentence by using an inequality symbol
Writ ing an inequality given a graph on the number line
Addit ive property of  inequality with signed f ract ions
Addit ive property of  inequality with signed decimals
Mult iplicat ive property of  inequality with signed f ract ions
Solving a two-step linear inequality with a f ract ional coef f icient
Solving a linear inequality with mult iple occurrences of  the variable: Problem type 2
Solving a linear inequality with mult iple occurrences of  the variable: Problem type 3
Solving inequalit ies with no solut ion or all real numbers as solut ions
Translat ing a sentence into a mult i-step inequality
Solving a decimal word problem using a linear inequality with the variable on both sides
Writ ing sets of  numbers using descript ive and roster forms
Ident ifying elements of  sets for a real world situat ion
Writ ing sets for a real-world situat ion using descript ive and roster forms
Ident ifying inf inite sets and determining cardinalit ies of  f inite sets
Ident ifying equivalent and equal sets
Ident ifying equivalent and equal sets for a real-world situat ion
Writ ing sets of  numbers using set-builder and roster forms
Set-builder notat ion
Membership and cardinality of  sets
Ident ifying true statements involving subsets and proper subsets
Ident ifying true statements about set  membership and subsets
Writ ing subsets
Determining the total number of  subsets of  a set
Writ ing subsets for a real-world situat ion
Determining the number of  subsets for a real-world situat ion
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Finding sets and complements of  sets
Finding sets and complements of  sets for a real-world situat ion
Union and intersect ion of  f inite sets
Union and intersect ion of  intervals
Construct ing a Venn diagram with 2 sets
Interpret ing Venn diagram cardinalit ies with 2 sets for a real-world situat ion
Construct ing a Venn diagram with 2 sets to solve a word problem
Construct ing a Venn diagram with 3 sets
Interpret ing Venn diagram cardinalit ies with 3 sets for a real-world situat ion
Construct ing a Venn diagram with 3 sets to solve a word problem
Translat ing a sentence into a compound inequality
Writ ing a compound inequality given a graph on the number line
Solving a compound linear inequality: Graph solut ion, advanced
Solving a compound linear inequality: Interval notat ion
Writ ing an absolute value inequality given a graph on the number line
Solving an absolute value inequality: Problem type 2
Solving an absolute value inequality: Problem type 5

Graphs and Funct ions (53 topics)
Reading a point  in the coordinate plane
Plott ing a point  in the coordinate plane
Naming the quadrant or axis of  a point  given its graph
Finding distances between points that  share a common coordinate given their coordinates
Finding x- and y-intercepts of  a line given the equat ion: Advanced
Graphing a line given its x- and y-intercepts
Classifying slopes given graphs of  lines
Finding the coordinate that  yields a given slope
Graphing a line given its slope and y-intercept
Graphing a line through a given point  with a given slope
Ident ifying linear equat ions: Basic
Ident ifying linear equat ions: Advanced
Ident ifying linear funct ions given ordered pairs
Rewrit ing a linear equat ion in the form Ax + By = C
Writ ing an equat ion and graphing a line given its slope and y-intercept
Finding the slope, y-intercept , and equat ion for a linear funct ion given a table of  values
Finding the slope and a point  on a line given its equat ion in point-slope form
Graphing a line given its equat ion in point-slope form
Writ ing an equat ion in point-slope form given the slope and a point
Writ ing an equat ion in standard form given the slope and a point
Comparing linear funct ions to the parent funct ion y=x
Finding slopes of  lines parallel and perpendicular to a line given in slope-intercept form
Finding slopes of  lines parallel and perpendicular to a line given in the form Ax + By = C
Ident ifying parallel and perpendicular lines f rom equat ions
Writ ing equat ions of  lines parallel and perpendicular to a given line through a point
Ident ifying parallel and perpendicular lines f rom coordinates
Ident ifying coordinates that  give right  t riangles
Applicat ion problem with a linear funct ion: Finding a coordinate given the slope and a point
Applicat ion problem with a linear funct ion: Finding a coordinate given two points
Ident ifying independent and dependent quant it ies f rom tables and graphs
Ident ifying independent and dependent variables f rom equat ions or real-world situat ions
Solving a linear equat ion by graphing
Construct ing a scatter plot
Sketching the line of  best  f it
Scatter plots and correlat ion
Predict ions f rom the line of  best  f it
Approximat ing the equat ion of  a line of  best  f it  and making predict ions
Computing residuals
Interpret ing residual plots
Classifying linear and nonlinear relat ionships f rom scatter plots
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Linear relat ionship and the correlat ion coef f icient
Ident ifying out liers and clustering in scatter plots
Ident ifying correlat ion and causat ion
Finding outputs of  a one-step funct ion that  models a real-world situat ion: Funct ion notat ion
Domain and range f rom the graph of  a piecewise funct ion
Graphing an integer funct ion and f inding its range for a given domain
Graphing a funct ion of  the form f (x) = ax + b: Fract ional slope
Graphing an absolute value equat ion in the plane: Advanced

Graphing a funct ion of  the form f (x) = ax2 + c
Graphing a piecewise-def ined funct ion: Problem type 3
Transforming the graph of  a funct ion by ref lect ing over an axis
Transforming the graph of  a funct ion by shrinking or stretching
Transforming the graph of  a funct ion using more than one transformation

Linear Systems (45 topics)
Classifying systems of  linear equat ions f rom graphs
Writ ing a system of  linear equat ions given its graph
Solving a system of  linear equat ions with f ract ional coef f icients
Solving a system of  linear equat ions with decimal coef f icients
Solving a 2x2 system of  linear equat ions that  is inconsistent or consistent dependent
Creat ing an inconsistent system of  linear equat ions
Ident ifying the operat ions used to create equivalent systems of  equat ions
Solving a word problem using a system of  linear equat ions of  the form Ax + By = C
Solving a word problem using a system of  linear equat ions of  the form y = mx + b
Solving a percent mixture problem using a system of  linear equat ions
Solving a distance, rate, t ime problem using a system of  linear equat ions
Solving a tax rate or interest  rate problem using a system of  linear equat ions
Writ ing an inequality given its graph in the plane: Horizontal or vert ical boundary line
Writ ing an inequality given its graph in the plane: Slanted boundary line
Graphing a system of  two linear inequalit ies: Advanced
Writ ing a linear inequality in two variables given a table of  values
Solving a word problem using a system of  linear inequalit ies: Problem type 2
Linear programming
Solving a word problem using linear programming
Introduct ion to solving a 3x3 system of  linear equat ions
Solving a 3x3 system of  linear equat ions: Problem type 1
Solving a 3x3 system of  linear equat ions: Problem type 2
Solving a 3x3 system of  linear equat ions that  is inconsistent or consistent dependent
Solving a word problem using a 3x3 system of  linear equat ions: Problem type 1
Solving a word problem using a 3x3 system of  linear equat ions: Problem type 2
Scalar mult iplicat ion of  a matrix
Addit ion or subtract ion of  matrices
Linear combinat ion of  matrices
Squaring and mult iplying 2x2 matrices
Mult iplicat ion of  matrices: Basic
Mult iplicat ion of  matrices: Advanced
Word problem involving mult iplicat ion of  matrices
Complet ing Gauss-Jordan eliminat ion with a 2x2 matrix
Gauss-Jordan eliminat ion with a 2x2 matrix
Complet ing Gauss-Jordan eliminat ion with a 3x3 matrix
Writ ing solut ions to 3x3 systems of  linear equat ions f rom augmented matrices
Solving a system of  linear equat ions given its augmented matrix
Finding the inverse of  a 2x2 matrix
Finding the inverse of  a 3x3 matrix
Finding the inverse of  a matrix to solve a 2x2 system of  linear equat ions
Using the inverse of  a matrix to solve a 3x3 system of  linear equat ions
Finding the determinant of  a 2x2 matrix
Finding the determinant of  a 3x3 matrix
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Using Cramer's rule to solve a 2x2 system of  linear equat ions
Using Cramer's rule to solve a 3x3 system of  linear equat ions

Exponents and Polynomials (47 topics)
Understanding the product rule of  exponents
Ordering numbers with posit ive exponents
Understanding the power rules of  exponents
Power and product rules with posit ive exponents
Power and quot ient rules with posit ive exponents
Ordering numbers with negat ive exponents
Product rule with negat ive exponents
Quotient rule with negat ive exponents: Problem type 2
Power and quot ient rules with negat ive exponents: Problem type 1
Power and quot ient rules with negat ive exponents: Problem type 2
Power, product , and quot ient rules with negat ive exponents
Scient if ic notat ion with posit ive exponent
Scient if ic notat ion with negat ive exponent
Convert ing between scient if ic notat ion and standard form in a real-world situat ion
Expressing calculator notat ion as scient if ic notat ion
Mult iplying numbers writ ten in scient if ic notat ion: Basic
Mult iplying numbers writ ten in scient if ic notat ion: Advanced
Mult iplying numbers writ ten in decimal form or scient if ic notat ion in a real-world situat ion
Dividing numbers writ ten in scient if ic notat ion: Basic
Dividing numbers writ ten in scient if ic notat ion: Advanced
Finding powers of  numbers writ ten in scient if ic notat ion
Finding the scale factor between numbers given in scient if ic notat ion in a real-world situat ion
Degree of  a mult ivariate polynomial
Simplifying a sum or dif ference of  three univariate polynomials
Mult iplying a mult ivariate polynomial by a monomial
Dividing a polynomial by a monomial: Mult ivariate
Prime numbers
Prime factorizat ion
Greatest  common factor of  3 numbers
Greatest  common factor of  three univariate monomials
Greatest  common factor of  two mult ivariate monomials
Factoring out a monomial f rom a polynomial: Mult ivariate
Factoring out a binomial f rom a polynomial: GCF factoring, basic
Factoring a univariate polynomial by grouping: Problem type 2
Factoring a mult ivariate polynomial by grouping: Problem type 1
Factoring a mult ivariate polynomial by grouping: Problem type 2
Factoring a quadrat ic in two variables with leading coef f icient 1
Factoring a quadrat ic with leading coef f icient greater than 1: Problem type 3
Factoring a quadrat ic by the ac-method
Factoring a quadrat ic in two variables with leading coef f icient greater than 1
Factoring a perfect  square trinomial in two variables
Factoring a dif ference of  squares in two variables
Factoring a polynomial involving a GCF and a dif ference of  squares: Univariate
Factoring a polynomial involving a GCF and a dif ference of  squares: Mult ivariate
Factoring a product of  a quadrat ic t rinomial and a monomial
Factoring with repeated use of  the dif ference of  squares formula
Factoring a sum or dif ference of  two cubes

Quadrat ic and Polynomial Funct ions (29 topics)

Graphing a parabola of  the form y = ax2 + bx + c: Rat ional coef f icients
Using a graphing calculator to f ind the zeros of  a quadrat ic funct ion
Using a graphing calculator to f ind the x-intercept(s) and vertex of  a quadrat ic funct ion
Rewrit ing a quadrat ic funct ion in standard form
Word problem involving opt imizing area by using a quadrat ic funct ion
Solving a quadrat ic equat ion by graphing
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Classifying the graph of  a funct ion
Choosing a quadrat ic model and using it  to make a predict ion
Finding all square roots of  a number
Est imat ing a square root
Simplifying the square root of  a whole number greater than 100
Plott ing complex numbers
Solving a quadrat ic equat ion using the square root property: Decimal answers, basic
Solving a quadrat ic equat ion using the square root property: Decimal answers, advanced

Solving an equat ion of  the form x3 = a using integers
Solving a quadrat ic equat ion by complet ing the square: Decimal answers
Applying the quadrat ic formula: Decimal answers
Discriminant of  a quadrat ic equat ion with parameter
Ident ifying polynomial funct ions
Inferring propert ies of  a polynomial funct ion f rom its graph
Using a graphing calculator to solve a word problem involving a local extremum of  a polynomial funct ion
Remainder theorem: Advanced
Using a given zero to write a polynomial as a product of  linear factors: Real zeros
Descartes' Rule of  Signs
Using a graphing calculator to solve a word problem involving a polynomial of  degree 3
Finding a polynomial of  a given degree with given zeros: Complex zeros
Using a given zero to write a polynomial as a product of  linear factors: Complex zeros
Using the conjugate zeros theorem to f ind all zeros of  a polynomial
Linear factors theorem and conjugate zeros theorem

Rational Expressions (62 topics)
Variable expressions as inputs of  funct ions: Problem type 2
Simplifying a rat io of  factored polynomials: Factors with exponents
Finding a dif ference quot ient for a linear or quadrat ic funct ion
Simplifying a rat io of  linear polynomials: 1, -1, and no simplif icat ion
Simplifying a rat io of  polynomials: Problem type 2
Simplifying a rat io of  polynomials: Problem type 3
Simplifying a rat io of  mult ivariate polynomials
Mult iplying rat ional expressions involving quadrat ics with leading coef f icients greater than 1
Mult iplying rat ional expressions involving mult ivariate quadrat ics
Dividing rat ional expressions involving quadrat ics with leading coef f icients greater than 1
Dividing rat ional expressions involving mult ivariate quadrat ics
Mult iplicat ion and division of  3 rat ional expressions
Least common mult iple of  two monomials
Writ ing equivalent rat ional expressions with monomial denominators
Writ ing equivalent rat ional expressions involving opposite factors
Adding rat ional expressions with denominators ax and bx: Advanced

Adding rat ional expressions with denominators axn and bxm

Adding rat ional expressions with mult ivariate monomial denominators: Basic
Adding rat ional expressions with mult ivariate monomial denominators: Advanced
Adding rat ional expressions with linear denominators without common factors: Advanced
Adding rat ional expressions with linear denominators with common factors: Advanced
Adding rat ional expressions with denominators ax-b and b-ax
Adding 3 rat ional expressions with dif ferent quadrat ic denominators
Complex f ract ion involving mult ivariate monomials
Complex f ract ion made of  sums involving rat ional expressions: Problem type 1
Complex f ract ion made of  sums involving rat ional expressions: Problem type 2
Complex f ract ion made of  sums involving rat ional expressions: Problem type 3
Complex f ract ion made of  sums involving rat ional expressions: Problem type 4
Complex f ract ion made of  sums involving rat ional expressions: Problem type 5
Complex f ract ion made of  sums involving rat ional expressions: Problem type 6
Complex f ract ion made of  sums involving rat ional expressions: Mult ivariate
Complex f ract ion with negat ive exponents: Problem type 1
Complex f ract ion with negat ive exponents: Problem type 2
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Complex f ract ion that  contains a complex f ract ion
Solving a rat ional equat ion that  simplif ies to quadrat ic: Proport ional form, basic
Solving a rat ional equat ion that  simplif ies to quadrat ic: Proport ional form, advanced
Solving for a variable in terms of  other variables in a rat ional equat ion: Problem type 2
Solving for a variable in terms of  other variables in a rat ional equat ion: Problem type 3
Rat io of  volumes
Ordering f ract ions with variables
Ident ifying direct  variat ion equat ions
Ident ifying direct  variat ion f rom ordered pairs and writ ing equat ions
Writ ing a direct  variat ion equat ion
Word problem on direct  variat ion
Interpret ing direct  variat ion f rom a graph
Writ ing an inverse variat ion equat ion
Ident ifying direct  and inverse variat ion equat ions
Ident ifying direct  and inverse variat ion f rom ordered pairs and writ ing equat ions
Word problem on inverse variat ion
Word problem on inverse proport ions
Writ ing an equat ion that  models variat ion
Word problem on combined variat ion
Finding horizontal and vert ical asymptotes of  a rat ional funct ion: Quadrat ic numerator or denominator
Finding the asymptotes of  a rat ional funct ion: Quadrat ic over linear
Graphing a rat ional funct ion: Quadrat ic over linear
Graphing rat ional funct ions with holes
Matching graphs with rat ional funct ions: Two vert ical asymptotes
Finding x- and y-intercepts of  the graph of  a nonlinear equat ion
Graphing a rat ional funct ion with more than one vert ical asymptote
Solving a rat ional inequality: Problem type 1
Solving a polynomial inequality: Problem type 1
Solving a rat ional inequality: Problem type 2

Radicals (67 topics)
Square roots of  integers raised to even exponents
Using absolute value to simplify square roots of  perfect  square monomials

Finding nth roots of  perfect  nth powers with signs

Finding the nth root of  a perfect  nth power f ract ion

Finding the nth root of  a perfect  nth power monomial
Using absolute value to simplify higher radical expressions
Evaluat ing funct ions: Absolute value, rat ional, radical
Variable expressions as inputs of  funct ions: Problem type 3
Graphing a square root funct ion: Problem type 3
Rat ional exponents: Unit  f ract ion exponents and bases involving signs
Rat ional exponents: Products and quot ients with negat ive exponents
Rat ional exponents: Powers of  powers with negat ive exponents
Simplifying a radical expression with two variables
Simplifying a higher root of  a whole number
Introduct ion to simplifying a higher radical expression
Simplifying a higher radical expression: Univariate
Simplifying a higher radical expression: Mult ivariate
Square root addit ion or subtract ion with three terms
Introduct ion to simplifying a sum or dif ference of  radical expressions: Univariate
Simplifying a sum or dif ference of  radical expressions: Univariate
Simplifying a sum or dif ference of  radical expressions: Mult ivariate
Simplifying a sum or dif ference of  higher roots
Simplifying a sum or dif ference of  higher radical expressions
Simplifying a product of  radical expressions: Mult ivariate
Simplifying a product of  radical expressions: Mult ivariate, f ract ional expressions
Introduct ion to simplifying a product of  higher roots
Simplifying a product of  higher radical expressions
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Special products of  radical expressions: Conjugates and squaring
Classifying sums and products as rat ional or irrat ional
Rat ionalizing a denominator: Quot ient involving a monomial
Rat ionalizing a denominator using conjugates: Square root in numerator
Rat ionalizing a denominator using conjugates: Variable in denominator
Rat ionalizing a denominator: Quot ient involving a higher radical
Rat ionalizing a denominator: Quot ient involving higher radicals and monomials
Simplifying products or quot ients of  higher radicals with dif ferent indices: Univariate
Simplifying products or quot ients of  higher radicals with dif ferent indices: Mult ivariate
Solving a radical equat ion with a quadrat ic expression under the radical
Solving a radical equat ion with two radicals that  simplif ies to sqrt (x) = a
Solving a radical equat ion that  simplif ies to a quadrat ic equat ion: Two radicals
Solving an equat ion with a root index greater than 2: Problem type 2
Solving an equat ion using the odd-root property: Problem type 1
Solving an equat ion using the odd-root property: Problem type 2
Solving an equat ion with exponent 1/a: Problem type 1
Solving an equat ion with exponent 1/a: Problem type 2
Solving an equat ion with posit ive rat ional exponent
Solving an equat ion with negat ive rat ional exponent
Solving an equat ion that  can be writ ten in quadrat ic form: Problem type 1
Solving an equat ion that  can be writ ten in quadrat ic form: Problem type 2
Introduct ion to the Pythagorean Theorem
Word problem involving the Pythagorean Theorem
Ident ifying side lengths that  give right  t riangles
Using the Pythagorean Theorem and a quadrat ic equat ion to f ind side lengths of  a right  t riangle
Composit ion of  a funct ion with itself
Expressing a funct ion as a composit ion of  two funct ions
Composit ion of  two funct ions: Domain and range
Composit ion of  two funct ions: Advanced
Word problem involving composit ion of  two funct ions
Rewrit ing a mult ivariate funct ion as a univariate funct ion given a relat ionship between its variables
Determining whether an equat ion def ines a funct ion: Basic
Determining whether an equat ion def ines a funct ion: Advanced
Horizontal line test
Inverse funct ions: Quadrat ic, square root
Inverse funct ions: Cubic, cube root
Inverse funct ions: Rat ional
Graphing the inverse of  a funct ion given its graph
Determining if  graphs have symmetry with respect to the x-axis, y-axis, or origin
Even and odd funct ions: Problem type 2

Exponent ial and Logarithmic Funct ions (27 topics)

Graphing an exponent ial funct ion and its asymptote: f (x)=bx

Graphing an exponent ial funct ion and its asymptote: f (x) = a(b)x

Graphing an exponent ial funct ion and its asymptote: f (x)=b-x or f (x)=-bax

The graph, domain, and range of  an exponent ial funct ion
Transforming the graph of  a natural exponent ial funct ion

Graphing an exponent ial funct ion and its asymptote: f (x) = a(e)x-b + c
Calculat ing and comparing simple interest  and compound interest
Finding the future value and interest  for an investment earning compound interest
Finding the present value of  an investment earning compound interest
Writ ing an exponent ial funct ion rule given a table of  ordered pairs
Choosing an exponent ial model and using it  to make a predict ion
Comparing linear, polynomial, and exponent ial funct ions
Translat ing the graph of  a logarithmic funct ion
The graph, domain, and range of  a logarithmic funct ion
Graphing a logarithmic funct ion: Advanced
Using propert ies of  logarithms to evaluate expressions
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Expanding a logarithmic expression: Problem type 3
Writ ing an expression as a single logarithm
Change of  base for logarithms: Problem type 2
Solving a mult i-step equat ion involving natural logarithms
Solving an exponent ial equat ion by f inding common bases: Linear and quadrat ic exponents
Finding the t ime in a word problem on compound interest
Finding the init ial amount in a word problem on cont inuous compound interest
Finding the f inal amount in a word problem on cont inuous exponent ial growth or decay
Finding the rate or t ime in a word problem on cont inuous exponent ial growth or decay
Writ ing and evaluat ing a funct ion modeling cont inuous exponent ial growth or decay given doubling t ime or half -life
Writ ing and evaluat ing a funct ion modeling cont inuous exponent ial growth or decay given two outputs

Stat ist ics and Probability (54 topics)
Classifying samples
Making predict ions using experimental data for compound events
Construct ing a f requency distribut ion for non-grouped data
Construct ing a relat ive f requency distribut ion for grouped data
Computing a percentage f rom a table of  values
Making an inference using a two-way f requency table
Calculat ing relat ive f requencies in a cont ingency table
Making a reasonable inference based on proport ion stat ist ics
Construct ing a line plot
Construct ing a bar graph for non-numerical data
Interpret ing a bar graph
Interpret ing a double bar graph
Interpret ing a histogram
Interpret ing a stem-and-leaf  display
Finding a percentage of  a total amount in a circle graph
Computat ions f rom a circle graph
Angle measure in a circle graph
Finding the mode and range f rom a line plot
Mean of  a data set
Finding the mean of  a symmetric distribut ion
Computat ions involving the mean, sample size, and sum of  a data set
Finding the value for a new score that  will yield a given mean
Weighted mean
Finding out liers in a data set
Choosing the best measure to describe data
Ident ifying the center, spread, and shape of  a data set
Comparing measures of  center and variat ion
Finding sample size and comparing samples for est imat ing the mean
Using back-to-back stem-and-leaf  displays to compare data sets
Interpret ing a tree diagram
Permutat ions and combinat ions: Problem type 3
Probabilit ies of  an event and its complement
Finding the odds in favor and against
Convert ing between probability and odds
Finding odds in favor and against  drawing a card f rom a standard deck
Area as probability
Experimental and theoret ical probability for compound events
Probabilit ies involving two dice
Probabilit ies of  a permutat ion and a combinat ion
Probability of  independent events: Decimal answers
Probability of  dependent events: Decimal answers
Probability of  dependent events involving a survey
Probabilit ies of  draws without replacement
Outcomes and event probability: Addit ion rule
Probability of  the union of  two events
Computing probability involving the addit ion rule using a two-way f requency table
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Probability of  the union and intersect ion of  independent events
Using a Venn diagram to understand the mult iplicat ion rule for probability
Ident ifying independent events given values of  probabilit ies
Using a random number table to simulate a simple event
Generat ing a random number table with technology to simulate a simple event
Ident ifying outcomes in a random number table used to simulate a compound event
Using a random number table to simulate a compound event
Generat ing a random number table with technology to simulate a compound event

Sequences and Conics (77 topics)
Finding the f irst  terms of  an arithmetic sequence using an explicit  rule
Finding the f irst  terms of  a geometric sequence using an explicit  rule
Finding the f irst  terms of  a sequence using an explicit  rule with mult iple occurrences of  n
Finding the next terms of  an arithmetic sequence with whole numbers
Finding the next terms of  an arithmetic sequence with integers
Finding the f irst  terms of  a sequence using a recursive rule
Ident ifying arithmetic sequences and f inding the common dif ference
Finding a specif ied term of  an arithmetic sequence given the f irst  terms
Finding a specif ied term of  an arithmetic sequence given the common dif ference and f irst  term
Finding a specif ied term of  an arithmetic sequence given two terms of  the sequence
Writ ing an explicit  rule for an arithmetic sequence
Writ ing a recursive rule for an arithmetic sequence
Sum of  the f irst  n terms of  an arithmetic sequence
Finding the next terms of  a geometric sequence with whole numbers
Finding the next terms of  a geometric sequence with signed numbers
Ident ifying arithmetic and geometric sequences
Ident ifying geometric sequences and f inding the common rat io
Finding a specif ied term of  a geometric sequence given the f irst  terms
Finding a specif ied term of  a geometric sequence given the common rat io and f irst  term
Finding a specif ied term of  a geometric sequence given two terms of  the sequence
Arithmetic and geometric sequences: Ident ifying and writ ing an explicit  rule
Writ ing recursive rules for arithmetic and geometric sequences
Sum of  the f irst  n terms of  a geometric sequence
Sum of  an inf inite geometric series
Ident ifying linear, quadrat ic, and exponent ial funct ions given ordered pairs
Distance between two points in the plane: Exact answers
Distance between two points in the plane: Decimal answers
Ident ifying scalene, isosceles, and equilateral t riangles given coordinates of  their vert ices
Midpoint  of  a line segment in the plane
Finding an endpoint  of  a line segment given the other endpoint  and the midpoint

Graphing a parabola of  the form y2 = ax or x2 = ay

Graphing a parabola of  the form x=a(y-k)2+h or y=a(x-h)2+k

Graphing a parabola of  the form ay2 + by + cx + d = 0 or ax2 + bx + cy + d = 0
Writ ing an equat ion of  a parabola given the vertex and the focus
Writ ing an equat ion of  a parabola given the focus and the directrix
Deriving the equat ion of  a parabola given its focus and directrix
Finding the vertex, focus, directrix, and axis of  symmetry of  a parabola

Finding the focus of  a parabola of  the form ay2 + by + cx + d = 0 or ax2 + bx + cy + d = 0
Writ ing an equat ion of  a parabola given its graph
Word problem involving a parabola
Ident ifying the center and radius to graph a circle given its equat ion in standard form
Ident ifying the center and radius to graph a circle given its equat ion in general form: Basic
Ident ifying the center and radius to graph a circle given its equat ion in general form: Advanced
Writ ing the equat ion of  a circle centered at  the origin given its radius or a point  on the circle
Writ ing an equat ion of  a circle and ident ifying points that  lie on the circle
Writ ing an equat ion of  a circle given its center and radius or diameter
Deriving the equat ion of  a circle using the Pythagorean Theorem
Writ ing an equat ion of  a circle given its center and a point  on the circle
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Writ ing an equat ion of  a circle given the endpoints of  a diameter
Graphing an ellipse given its equat ion in standard form

Graphing an ellipse centered at  the origin: Ax2 + By2 = C
Graphing an ellipse given its equat ion in general form
Finding the center, vert ices, and foci of  an ellipse
Finding the foci of  an ellipse given its equat ion in general form
Writ ing an equat ion of  an ellipse given the center, an endpoint  of  an axis, and the length of  the other axis
Word problem involving an ellipse
Graphing a hyperbola given its equat ion in standard form

Graphing a hyperbola centered at  the origin: Ax2 + By2 = C
Graphing a hyperbola given its equat ion in general form
Finding the center, vert ices, foci, and asymptotes of  a hyperbola
Finding the foci of  a hyperbola given its equat ion in general form
Writ ing an equat ion of  a hyperbola given the foci and the vert ices
Writ ing an equat ion of  a hyperbola given the foci and the asymptotes: Basic
Classifying conics given their equat ions
Graphically solving a system of  linear and quadrat ic equat ions
Using a graphing calculator to solve a system of  linear and quadrat ic equat ions: Basic
Using a graphing calculator to solve a system of  equat ions
Solving a system of  linear and quadrat ic equat ions
Solving a system of  nonlinear equat ions: Problem type 1
Solving a system of  nonlinear equat ions: Problem type 2
Solving a word problem involving geometry using a system of  nonlinear equat ions
Graphing an inequality involving a circle
Graphing a system of  nonlinear inequalit ies: Problem type 1
Graphing a system of  nonlinear inequalit ies: Problem type 2
Complet ing a table and choosing a graph given a pair of  parametric equat ions
Writ ing the equat ion of  a line and sketching its graph given its parametric equat ions
Writ ing the equat ion of  a parabola and sketching its graph given its parametric equat ions

Trigonometry (120 topics)
Sine, cosine, and tangent rat ios: Numbers for side lengths
Sine, cosine, and tangent rat ios: Variables for side lengths
Using the Pythagorean Theorem to f ind a trigonometric rat io
Finding trigonometric rat ios given a right  t riangle
Using a calculator to approximate sine, cosine, and tangent values
Understanding trigonometric rat ios through similar right  t riangles
Relat ionship between the sines and cosines of  complementary angles
Using similar right  t riangles to f ind trigonometric rat ios
Using a trigonometric rat io to f ind a side length in a right  t riangle
Using trigonometry to f ind a length in a word problem with one right t riangle
Using a trigonometric rat io to f ind an angle measure in a right  t riangle
Using trigonometry to f ind angles of  elevat ion or depression in a word problem
Solving a right  t riangle
Using trigonometry to f ind a length in a word problem with two right t riangles
Special right  t riangles: Decimal answers
Special right  t riangles: Exact answers
Convert ing degrees-minutes-seconds to decimal degrees
Convert ing a decimal degree to degrees-minutes-seconds
Convert ing between degree and radian measure: Problem type 1
Convert ing between degree and radian measure: Problem type 2
Sketching an angle in standard posit ion
Coterminal angles
Arc length and central angle measure
Area of  a sector of  a circle
Finding coordinates on the unit  circle for special angles
Trigonometric funct ions and special angles: Problem type 1
Finding trigonometric rat ios f rom a point  on the unit  circle
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Trigonometric funct ions and special angles: Problem type 2
Trigonometric funct ions and special angles: Problem type 3
Evaluat ing expressions involving sine and cosine
Even and odd propert ies of  t rigonometric funct ions
Using a calculator to approximate cosecant , secant , and cotangent values
Evaluat ing a sinusoidal funct ion that  models a real-world situat ion
Reference angles: Problem type 1
Reference angles: Problem type 2
Determining the locat ion of  a terminal point  given the signs of  t rigonometric values
Finding values of  t rigonometric funct ions given information about an angle: Problem type 1
Finding values of  t rigonometric funct ions given information about an angle: Problem type 2
Finding values of  t rigonometric funct ions given information about an angle: Problem type 3
Finding values of  t rigonometric funct ions given information about an angle: Problem type 4
Values of  inverse trigonometric funct ions
Solving a triangle with the law of  sines: Problem type 1
Solving a triangle with the law of  sines: Problem type 2
Solving a word problem using the law of  sines
Proving the law of  sines
Solving a triangle with the law of  cosines
Proving the law of  cosines
Solving a word problem using the law of  cosines
Using trigonometry to f ind the area of  a right  t riangle
Finding the area of  a t riangle using trigonometry
Expressing the area of  a t riangle in terms of  the sine of  one of  its angles
Heron's formula
Sketching the graph of  y= a sin(x) or y= a cos(x)
Sketching the graph of  y= sin(bx) or y= cos(bx)
Sketching the graph of  y= sin(x)+ d or y= cos(x)+ d
Sketching the graph of  y= sin(x+c) or y= cos(x+c)
Sketching the graph of  y= a sin(x+c) or y= a cos(x+c)
Sketching the graph of  y= a sin(bx) or y= a cos(bx)
Sketching the graph of  y= a sin(bx+c) or y= a cos(bx+c)
Sketching the graph of  y= a sin(bx)+ d or y= a cos(bx)+ d
Amplitude and period of  sine and cosine funct ions
Amplitude, period, and phase shif t  of  sine and cosine funct ions
Writ ing the equat ion of  a sine or cosine funct ion given its graph: Problem type 1
Writ ing the equat ion of  a sine or cosine funct ion given its graph: Problem type 2
Word problem involving a sine or cosine funct ion: Problem type 1
Word problem involving a sine or cosine funct ion: Problem type 2
Domains and ranges of  t rigonometric funct ions
Matching graphs and equat ions for secant , cosecant , tangent , and cotangent funct ions
Sketching the graph of  a secant or cosecant funct ion: Problem type 1
Sketching the graph of  a secant or cosecant funct ion: Problem type 2
Sketching the graph of  a tangent or cotangent funct ion: Problem type 1
Sketching the graph of  a tangent or cotangent funct ion: Problem type 2
Simplifying trigonometric expressions
Using cofunct ion ident it ies
Verifying a trigonometric ident ity
Proving trigonometric ident it ies: Problem type 1
Proving trigonometric ident it ies: Problem type 2
Proving trigonometric ident it ies: Problem type 3
Proving trigonometric ident it ies: Problem type 4
Proving trigonometric ident it ies using odd and even propert ies
Sum and dif ference ident it ies: Problem type 1
Sum and dif ference ident it ies: Problem type 2
Sum and dif ference ident it ies: Problem type 3
Proving trigonometric ident it ies using sum and dif ference propert ies: Problem type 1
Proving trigonometric ident it ies using sum and dif ference propert ies: Problem type 2
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Double-angle ident it ies: Problem type 1
Double-angle ident it ies: Problem type 2
Half -angle ident it ies: Problem type 1
Half -angle ident it ies: Problem type 2
Proving trigonometric ident it ies using double-angle propert ies
Finding solut ions in an interval for a basic equat ion involving sine or cosine
Finding solut ions in an interval for a basic tangent, cotangent, secant , or cosecant equat ion
Using a calculator to approximate inverse trigonometric values
Solving a basic t rigonometric equat ion using a calculator
Solving a basic t rigonometric equat ion involving sine or cosine
Solving a basic t rigonometric equat ion involving tangent, cotangent, secant , or cosecant
Finding solut ions in an interval for a t rigonometric equat ion in factored form
Finding solut ions in an interval for a t rigonometric equat ion with a squared funct ion: Problem type 1
Finding solut ions in an interval for a t rigonometric equat ion with a squared funct ion: Problem type 2
Finding solut ions in an interval for a t rigonometric equat ion using Pythagorean ident it ies: Problem type 1
Finding solut ions in an interval for a t rigonometric equat ion using Pythagorean ident it ies: Problem type 2
Finding solut ions in an interval for an equat ion with sine and cosine using double-angle ident it ies
Solving a trigonometric equat ion modeling a real-world situat ion
Using a graphing calculator to solve a trigonometric equat ion
Solving a trigonometric equat ion involving a squared funct ion: Problem type 1
Solving a trigonometric equat ion involving a squared funct ion: Problem type 2
Solving a trigonometric equat ion involving more than one funct ion
Solving a trigonometric equat ion using double-angle ident it ies
Writ ing a vector in component form given its init ial and terminal points
Magnitude of  a vector given in component form
Vector addit ion and scalar mult iplicat ion: Component form
Linear combinat ion of  vectors: Component form
Mult iplicat ion of  a vector by a scalar: Geometric approach
Vector addit ion: Geometric approach
Vector subtract ion: Geometric approach
Finding the magnitude and direct ion of  a vector given its graph
Finding the components of  a vector given its graph
Dot product of  vectors given in component form
Finding the angle between two vectors given in component form
Using the dot product to f ind perpendicular vectors

* O t her T opics  Avai lable* O t her T opics  Avai lable  By default , these topics are NOT included in the course, but can be added using the content editor
in the Teacher Module.
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